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Viva GLas Vegas!

Glaspro brings unique manufacturing technologies
and glass applications to the Las Vegas Strip
In a town where image is everything and bigger is always better, buildings that feature large-scale fabricated art-glass stand out amidst the
dazzling Las Vegas strip. Formed to a variety of shapes, finishes and colors, art-glass is a medium that fires the imaginati ons of leading
architects and designers as they create the future of this dynamic, ever-changing city.
Examples of the limitless creativity that can be achieved with Glaspro's products and technology can be found in Las Vegas' most iconic
landmarks. From original designs in glass ceilings, stairways and facades to intricate custom art pieces and multi chromatic light installations,
the range of artistic expression Glaspro facilitates is wide and continues to expand the boundaries of what is possible.
The Mirage Casino Beatles Love Theater entrance, a Jean Rabasse design consisting of a 2" thick translucent floor curving into the wall
and following up to the ceiling. High-definition projectors and LED lighting transform the entire structure into an exciting Cirque do Soleil
experience.
The glass staircase at the Cosmopolitan Hotel Chandelier Lounge, a circular stairway of carved laminated glass and lit from below cast
this original non-slip texture in striking relief.
The Spin High Limits Slots room at Aria Casino designed by Peter Marino and developed by Glaspro Art Services featuring a single
piece of original artwork spanning some 50 over-sized panels that make up the facade.
The Jean Philipe Patisserie Chocolate Fountain at the Belagio Casino, a Michel Mailhot designed 27 foot chocolate fountain encased in
Glaspro laminated structural glass.
The Elvis Theater at the Aria Casino featuring unique white glass ceilings panels that, when illuminated, crate a rainbow of colors
overhead.
The Hardrock Casino Sports Book Bar which features a custom "shatter glass" back wall that can be backlit for a unique, dramatic effect.
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